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Sudhir Mishra’s ‘Inkaar’ released to positive response with audiences loving the movie. Arjun
Rampal has left the fans awestruck with his performance in his latest release. Inkaar has
generated a positive word of mouth which is rapidly reaching out to people. Digital platforms are
buzzing with people going gaga about the movie.

Inkaar grabs your attention with brilliant performances from the star cast, sharp editing,
excellent screenplay and director Sudhir Mishra’s ability to tell a compelling story with an urge to
drive home a solid point. Online platforms are buzzing as people have started pouring in their
support for the movie. Looking at the response the movie has received, seems like Arjun
Rampal has cast his magic once again.

These are the few tweets from audiences appreciating the movie.

Shrujan @5HRUJ4N

Just loved #Inkaar :) thanks to @rampalarjun & Chitrangada for a lovely movie. i'm gonna watch
it again for sure

Akanksha Mishra @princy_akanksha

loved the chemistry btw @rampalarjun and @IChitrangda..#inkaar is simply rocking ..gonna
watch it again 2moro..
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Dhinchak Womaniya @KehKeLena

Rahul verma CEO of an advertising agency in entertaining film#inkaar stole the show.. cheers
Loved @rampalarjun

Ritesh Sidhwani @ritesh_sid

Just saw Sudhir Mishra’s Film #Inkaar. He has made a beautiful Film with some Fantastic
performances @rampalarjun & Chitrangda..A Must Watch

ViveckVaswani @VIVECKVASWANI

Inkaar score terrific! The music hit me when I saw the film! Shantanu and Swanand!

Abhishek Kulhari @abkulhari

Just watch #Inkaar. Nice story, screenplay, @rampalarjun as expected brilliant in the film and
@IChitrangda is hhmmm. We need more like this

Satyajeet Dubey @satyajeet_dubey

Thoroughly entertained,top notch direction,dialogues,editing!loved d texture of d film #Inkaar
@IAmSudhirMishra @rampalarjun @IChitrangda
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